OUR MISSION

The Rivkin Center strives to improve women’s health by helping them prevent, detect early, and survive ovarian and breast cancer.

We do this by:

- Investing in cutting-edge worldwide research to prevent, detect, and cure ovarian cancer, a deadly and underfunded disease
- Educating individuals nationally to prevent and detect ovarian and breast cancer as early as possible
- Fostering an ever-growing community of survivors, patients, researchers, clinicians, advocates, and supporters

OUR VISION

We envision a world where women live longer and healthier lives because cancers are prevented, caught early, or cured.
To the Rivkin Center Community:

Jan. 1, 2022, marked big transitions for the Rivkin Center. That day, we became a fully independent nonprofit and changed organizational leaders.

Thanks to your commitment to the Rivkin Center and our mission, those big changes didn’t slow us down.

Because of your generosity in 2022, we:

- Funded seven ovarian cancer research grants
- Held our first virtual Teal Town Hall for ovarian cancer patients and survivors throughout the country
- Expanded education program with information about how ovarian and breast cancer affect populations differently
- Launched ovarian and breast health Workplace Education Program
- Hosted 14th Biennial Ovarian Cancer Research Symposium for researchers worldwide
- Held both SummeRun & Walk and Family & Friends Auction in person, raising more than $1.2M

We also continued to strengthen the organization by raising money, cutting expenses, attracting new donors and partners, and welcoming new board members.

It’s energizing to see the opportunity change creates and to meet new people who want to be connected to the Rivkin Center.

It’s also energizing to see and celebrate all those whose long-time support of the Rivkin Center remains fierce. In 2022, we established the Rivkin Center Leadership Society to honor the commitment of our most generous donors. More than 50 individuals, families, and companies were in this inaugural class. The Rivkin Center is incredibly grateful for all you have contributed to help save lives.

In 2022, we also awarded the first Dr. Saul E. Rivkin Award to Dr. Dan Veljovich. Named in honor of our founder and his unwavering commitment and legacy of passionate and committed service to his patients, this award recognizes a Washington state oncologist who works tirelessly and with urgency on behalf of those with ovarian or breast cancer, balancing personalized treatment, continued research, and an authentic connection to their patients. We are fortunate to have so many oncologists in our state who are worthy of this award.

We closed 2022 with one final transition. At our December board meeting, Melissa Rivkin (the eldest daughter of Saul Rivkin) was elected to serve as president of the board for the next two years.

The Rivkin Center is committed to being here until there is a cure and a welcoming organization to all. We will continue investing in both research and education because, until there is universal screening and/or a cure for ovarian cancer, educating women about their bodies is our best tool for saving lives.

The Rivkin Center makes a difference because of you.

KATERIE LAUGHLIN SCHEI  
President, Board of Directors

MOLLY O’CONNOR  
CEO
The Rivkin Center received 113 applications for Pilot Study and Scientific Scholar Awards for the 2022 funding period. We awarded $510k in scientific grants. Ovarian cancer is underfunded by federal funding agencies when compared to other cancers, despite being the most deadly gynecological cancer. Our funding matters, which is why all of our scientific investments are singularly focused on ovarian cancer. The Rivkin Center’s grant program is known throughout the world for launching new research and new researchers.

$15.8M Amount Awarded since 1999

For every dollar invested by the Rivkin Center, our awardees leverage an additional $17 from other funding sources to further their ovarian cancer research.

RIVKIN IMPACT - THEN & NOW

With funding from the Rivkin Scientific Scholar Award, I launched a research project which will improve the performance of CA125 as an early detection biomarker. The funding also gave me protected time to expand my work. I have been leading another research project to discover novel early detection biomarkers for ovarian cancer, because we urgently need early detection strategies for average-risk women! I am thankful for the generous funding that has made all these impacts on ovarian cancer research possible!

Dr. Naoko Sasamoto, MD, PhD
Brigham and Women’s Hospital
2021 Scientific Scholar Awardee

Rivkin Center funding has supported Dr. Sasamoto through two incredibly proliferate and successful years as she launches her career in ovarian cancer research. In the short time since receiving her Rivkin Award, she has received two prestigious federal grants, published seven research articles in peer-reviewed journals, and was promoted to Assistant Professor of Obstetrics, Gynecology, and Reproductive Medicine at Harvard Medical School.

232 Grants Awarded since 1999
The Rivkin Center Education Team is committed to providing equitable access to education about ovarian and breast cancer. We do this by:
- Growing our team of instructors and survivors to reflect different lived experiences and perspectives
- Sharing the latest science in an easy and memorable way
- Developing new partnerships and reaching new communities
- Delivering our workshops virtually and in-person

In 2022, we released an updated curriculum that better explains ovarian and breast cancer, how they affect different populations, why there are disparities in risk and outcomes, and what you can do to support your health. We also soft-launched our Workplace Education Program, bringing our workshops to companies to help them have a healthier workforce. We’re also reaching more college students thanks to our now-popular virtual workshop option.

The Rivkin Center program continues to empower people to “Know Your Body” and be their own best advocate, so that, if necessary, they are treated earlier and have better outcomes.

---

**WHAT ATTENDEES ARE SAYING**

“I enjoyed how relatable our presenter was and how relevant the information was. I did not know all of the symptoms before the workshop and now I feel better equipped when it comes to knowing my body. I loved hearing from a survivor because it brought it a lot closer to home.”

“Thank you all! This was very helpful. Having a strong family history of breast, ovarian, and prostate cancers, the connection between them was news to me...and very important as the mom of 2 boys! I have already sent a text to my siblings!”

“Thanks for the awesome session. We cannot thank you enough for the time you spent preparing and executing such a powerful educational opportunity!”
SUMMERUN & WALK

The 29th Annual SummeRun & Walk for Ovarian Cancer was in person for the first time since 2019 and in a new location, Seward Park. On July 17, more than 1,100 people and 58 teams participated in the SummeRun, raising nearly $400k.

A special thank you to our always-energetic emcee, Michelle Millman KIRO 7 News anchor; Dream sponsors BDA and BizX; and other wonderful sponsors: Laughlin Supply Company, Gene Juarez, Acme Food Services, Dazzle, FTI Consulting, Gloria & Eric Bensussen, Sound Credit Union, RBC Wealth Management, Sequoyah Electric, and Washington Trust Bank.

Sarena Perez, ovarian cancer survivor and Rivkin Center Education Team instructor, shared her inspiring story and our treasured survivors received t-shirts and beads.

Please join us at 8:00am on Sunday, July 16, 2023, for our 30th Annual SummeRun & Walk for Ovarian Cancer.

Learn more at summerun.rivkin.org.

FAMILY & FRIENDS AUCTION

The Rivkin Center’s Family & Friends Auction took place at the Bellevue Hyatt on Thursday, October 13, 2022, and raised more than $900k.

A heartfelt thank you to our auction chair, Scott Swerland, sponsors, and many Raise-the-Paddle supporters for making it a special night.

It was also a night of firsts. Dr. Dan Veljovich received the inaugural Dr. Saul E. Rivkin award, recognizing oncologists who work tirelessly on behalf of those with ovarian and breast cancer. We also inducted the first members of the Leadership Society (see more on page 12).

Join us at 6:00pm on Saturday, October 14, 2023, for this year’s Rivkin Center Family & Friends Auction at the Bellevue Hyatt.

2022 Honored Awardees

Team Mary Anne
Babs Fisher Valor Award

Andrea Rewitz Mizer
Courage for Life Award

Dan Veljovich, MD
Dr. Saul E. Rivkin Award
2022 FINANCIALS
January 1, 2022 to December 31, 2022

REVENUE
$1,897,008

- BizX & In-Kind $123,182
- Individual, Corporation & Planned Gifts $478,034
- Science Symposium $55,681
- Signature Fundraising Events $1,240,111

EXPENSES
$1,716,088

- General & Administrative $104,059
- Personnel & Benefits* $385,817
- BizX & In-Kind $90,461
- Events $265,938
- Programs & Scientific Grants* $969,813

*Personnel & Benefits not associated with programs.

PROGRAM EXPENSES DETAIL

- Education Program Expenses 30%
- Scientific Program Expenses 17%
- Ovarian Cancer Research Grants 53%

This chart shows the breakdown of the 2022 Programs & Scientific Grants expenses shown in the above chart.
THANK YOU 2022 SPONSORS

Acme Food Sales
Alaska Airlines
Eric & Gloria Bensussen
BDA
BizX
Brotherton Cadillac
Cutler & Grimm Families
Dazzle
First Sound Bank
FTI Consulting
Fuel Talent
Gebbers Farms
Gene Juarez
Greenbaum Home Furnishings

Goods by BC
Keller Rohrback
KIRO 7 News
Laughlin Supply Company
Moss Adams
North Coast Electric Company
Richmark Label
RBC Wealth Management
Seattle Sun Tan
Sequoyah Electric
Sound Credit Union
TruFusion
Washington Trust Bank
THANK YOU 2022 SUPPORTERS

The donors listed below contributed $500 or more to the Rivkin Center in 2022.

Aaron and Jane Rosenstein
Aimee Rivkin Germany and Jason Germany
Akbar and Juana Rezaie
Alan A. Elser
Alex Toft
Alexandra Olsen
Amber Hahto
Ambika Singh
Amee Sharer
Amy Allen
Amy Blauer
Amy Sing, MD
Amy Theobald
Amy Vanderhorst
Ana Chavez
Andrea L. Hynes
Andrea Rewitz Mizer
Andrea Zachary
Angie Sievers
Ann and William Dagle
Ann Gallinger
Anne Brindle
Anne Gross
Anne Streufert
Arilyn Kerr
Ashley Scully
Astrazeneca LP
Avi and Rachel Freedman
Barbara Merklinghaus
Barbara Moser
Barbara Placek
Barbara Schuemberg
Barry Lewine
Bea and Harvey Kriloff
Bernie Garcia
Beth Corets
Beth Ehrmeier
Bill and Jean Graham
Bill and Katie Teolick
Bishop Fleet Foundation
Blake Moret
Bob and Anita Bagga
Bob and Wendi Hinton
Bob Everitt
Bob Mahler
Bob Maslan
Brett and Angela Chatalas
Brett and Rhonda Hartzell
Brett Carolan
Brian and Cairns Dempsey
Bridget Seyguy
Calida Residential, LLC
Cari Beck
Carlee Hollenback
Carol and Charles Ingram
Carol and Peter Michel
Carol Oshima
Cascade Holdings Group, LP
Catalina Bernal-Schmidt & Jason Schmidt
Catherine A. Purpur
Catherine and Noeleen Farrell
Catherine Venable
Cati and Travis Sandoval
CD Hubble
Chad and Kristen Smith
Char Bagley
Charles Desiderio
Charles Glick
Charles Peifer
Cheri and Mike Levy
Cheri Bortleson
Cheryl and Jack Avery
Cheryl McQuiston
Chris Saitta
Christi Muoneke
Christine Gray
Christine Szekeres
Chuck and Carol Ingram
Cindi Amadio and Richard Pasalich
Cindy and Gary Stratiner
Cindy McPherson
Clyde and Sharon Sterling
Colin Bell
Cynthia Shumate
Cynti Oshin
Dale Dougherty
Dave and Bobbie Hinton
Dave and Janet Maxwell
Dave Wilner
David A. Stiefel and Dr. Joy S. Stiefel
David and Martha Monfried
David and Mette Naness
David and Shauna Youssefnia
David Brantley
David Chandler
David Kreitler
David Lawrence
David W. Chinn
Deborah and Robert Bensussen
Deborah Weasea
Debra and Joseph Williamson
Debra Chrapaty
Deneen Fielder
Denise Cote
Diane Kuenster
Dianne Dougherty
Dick Miller
Dileep & Ann Bhadarkar
Don and Jean Mason
Donna Benaroya
Donna Wade
Doris Demico
Douglas and Shelley Swerland
Dr. and Mrs. Harold E. Olsson
Dr. and Mrs. James E. Gottesman
Dr. and Mrs. John J. Pittari
Dr. and Mrs. Saul E. Rivkin
Dr. and Mrs. William A. Peters III
Dr. Dan Velovich and Mrs. Natalie Velovich
Dr. David Charney
Dr. Katherine Van Kessel and Mr. Derek Loesser
Dr. Lauren Blair
Dr. Martha J. Leigh, M.D.
Dr. Mehmet Fer and Mrs. Demet Kitis
Dr. Nicole D. Urban
Dr. Philip Juno
Dr. Thomas Brown and Mrs. Carrie Brown
Dr. William S. Roberts
Ed and Fran Fleming
Ed and Peggy Haywood
Ed and Peggy White
Edward Fisher
Edward White
Elaine, Frank, Adam, and David Flasterstein
Elbert Reed and Carol Reed
Eli and Karen Friedman
Elizabeth M. Swisher, M.D.
Enrich Kirchhauser
Fall City United Methodist Church
Fisher Foundation for Family Health
Fred Nichols
Frederic and Harriette Dorkin
Gail Alexander
Gael Wiener
George Bulley
Gilbert Wong
Gladyis Gillis
glassybaby, LLC
Glenn and Mary Beth Evans
Gloria and Eric Bensussen
Gwen Rousseau
Haleh and Leyla Ghassami
Hans and Ingrid Skacel
Harbour Point Ladies Golf Club
Harriet Mendels
Heidi Rivkin and Benjamin Jacobs
Helke and Ed Malakoff
Helen Lally
Helene Behar
Henry Wedelstaedt and William McCollough
Herbert M. Berkwitz Trust
Herzel-Ner Tamid
Holly Risan
Hossein and Leyla Farange
Howard Goldberg
Ilan Zawadzki
J. Heath Miller, M.D.
Jackie Lang
Jaclyn Rub
James P. Cook
Janine Neils
Jason Cain
Jason Willbur
Jason Winemiller
Jean and Paul Wiegang
Jean Margul
Jean Thompson
Jeanne and Paul Pittari
Jeanne Falls
Jeff and Kari-Mae Miles
Jeff Cobb
Jeff Golden
Jeffrey Hardie
Jeffrey Lenihan
Jennie and Jason King
Jennifer and Don Ivan
Jennifer Scully
Jennifer Winters
Jeremy Lott and Jessica Abramson-Lott
Jerry and Charlene Lee
Jim and Pamela Brown
Jim and Sarah Volkman
Joan Okrent
Joanne Birkeland
Jody Gebbers Crane and Peter Crane
Joe and Janet Kobylka
Joe White and Sherry Zeller
Joel Diamond
John and Lacey Curley
John and Sandra Barney
John B. Laughlin
John Cunningham
John Hyman
John Kammerer
John Rose and Ileana Calinoiu
John Warner
Jon Greenbaum
Jon Inge and Lindsay Geyer
Jon Newman
Jon Short
Jonathan Nedved
Joni Nakagawa
Jordan and Katie Swerland
Jordan Stitzer
Joseph and Patrice Copeland
Joseph Friedman
Joseph Fuller
Joseph W. Goarck Jr.
Josh Beloff and Eva Corets
Joyce Beneza
Joyce Cutler
Juanita Clemente
Judith Mildeberger
Judith Schwartz
Juliana Salvi
Julie & Blayne McAfee
Julie and John Duggan
Julie and Rick Berg
Julie and Stephen Bennett
Julie Bennett
Julie Ellenhorn
Karen Lux
Karen Markwith
Kari Haas
Kari and Judy Puls
Kary and Joe Barer
Katerie and Jeff Schel
Kathleen Owens
Kathleen Rossbach
Kathryn Soucy and Bruce Davis
Kathy McDonald
Katie Perenot
Katrina and Ernie Cathcart
Kay S. Sionim
Kayla Driscoll and Kenneth Vorhees, Jr.
Kelly and Hans Kemp
Kelsey Alrick
Ken Tarleton and Betsy Cotter
Kenneth McKenzie
Kevin Fallow
Kevin S. Traff
Key Bank
Kim Buik
Kim LeClercq
Kimberly and Paul Randal
Kimberly Perrenot
Kirsten Ward and Steve Beinner
Kristi A. Tubbs
Kristin Hayes
Kristy and Michael Gibson
Lake Partners Strategy Consultants
Larry & Kelly Ameleh
Larry and Janet Jansen
Larry and Mary Ann Heeren
Laura and Floyd Bangarter
Laura and Jerry Jacobs
Lauren Gardner
Lauren Sing
Lederman Paul
Lee Cohanim
Lee Fehrenbacher
Leslie Huppin
Leslie Tolzin
Leticia Nieto-Garcia
Lindsey and Molly Schwartz
Lisa Acosta-Driscoll
Lisa Boyd
Lisa Cavallari
Lisa Chestnut
Lisa Sussman
Lisa Wissner-Sliva
Lois Howell
Lois Meag and Bill Stokes
Lois Mayers
Lora Bartlett
Loretta and Carl Poschman
Lori Ovitt
Louie Sanft
LPL Financial
Luther Haugan
Lynda Gilman
Lynn Keenan
Lynn Rowland
Mahmood Ghassemi
Marc and Andrea Chatalas
Marcelle O'Connell and Tom Robertson
Marcia and Jim Rupert
Marcia and Doug Wiviot
Margaret and Frederick Grimm
Margaret Imber and Lisa Maurizio
Mar and Peter Offenbecher
Marian and Stuart Laughlin
Marilyn Corets and Adam Milstitin
Marilyn J. Kritzer
Marilyn M. Moon
Mark and Juliann Beales
Mark and Lauren Mincin
Mark Craemer and Dina Johnson
Mark Eclipse
Mark Lewis and Rebecca Rivkin
Marlene Winter
Marsha D. Chapman
Martha and Philip Hutchinson
Marvin Brashem
Mathias Cohanim
Matt Cameron
Matthew Baumgartner
Maureen Holstad
McDougall & Sons
McKinstry
Meaghan McKenzie
Melissa Montero
Melissa Rivkin and David Cohanim
Melody Martinez
Michael and Mary Perrenot
Michael Schiller
Michaela Cowner
Michele and Adam Kohorn
Michelle Frey
Midori Lawler
Mike and Leslie Schrock
Mike Holmes
Mike Hurley
Mike McGinchy
Miss Santo Nicosia
Molly Brackett
Molly O'Connor
Mr. and Mrs. Alexander M. Smith
Mr. and Mrs. Andrew and Mrs. Nicolette Sharp
Mr. and Mrs. Charles L. Bolender
Mr. and Mrs. Clive Stewart
Mr. and Mrs. David Lawrence
Mr. and Mrs. Eric Malone
Mr. and Mrs. Gregory R. Wagner
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Kulman
Mr. and Mrs. Jay Deutsch
Mr. and Mrs. Jon D. Jones
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth S. Greenbaum
Mr. and Mrs. Kevin L. Coskey
Mr. and Mrs. Kyle Curver
Mr. and Mrs. Larry Bensussen
Mr. and Mrs. Michael Wiesmann
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Bensussen
Mr. and Mrs. Ron O'Gwin
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas A. Gilchrist
Mr. and Mrs. Tracy C. Neighbors
Mr. and Ms. Dean Hachamovitch
Mr. and Mrs. Bert W. Welch Jr.
Namesh Patel
Nancy and Aaron Marcus
Nelle Steele
Nicholas Grant
Nikki Kirchner
Nordstrom Inc.
Northwest Linings & Geotextile Products, Inc.
Overlake Obstetricians and Gynecologists
THANK YOU 2022 SUPPORTERS (CONT.)

The donors listed below contributed $200 or more to the Rivkin Center in 2022.

Pamela and Robert Miller
Pamela Schwartz
Pamela Wroolie
Patricia Black
Paul Ingham
Peggy Mukuria
Peter Crane and Jody Gebers Crane
Peter G. Stewart
Polly Pettersen
Porta Cohanim
Randall and Andrea Crissman
Rich Miles
Richard L. Kobylka
Rita D. Range
Robert Echentile
Robert Haiman
Robert Hamatan
Robert M. Rosenberg
Robin and Mark Maass
Robyn Hovies
Rochelle Hippin
Rodney and Lauren Fisher
Ron Tanemura
Ronald and Loretta Kaufman
Ronald Bennett
Ronald Cayton
Rumba Design Works
Ruth and Mike Boyarkin
Ruthiee Best
Sally Bryan
Sam and Loretta Chapin
Sam Soderling
Samantha Lankford
Samuel Kurland
Sandra Christean
Sandy and Chris McDade
Sandy Kemper
Sandy Teeple
Sarah and Doug Rivers
Sarah Penn
Sarah Pratt
Scooter, Helen, and Gwendolyn Perrenot
Scott Swerland
Scott Trethewey
Sharon and Joseph Giampietro
Sharon S. Goldberg
Shelley Urohart
Sherry T. Christie
Sloan Foundation
Sonja Gustafson
Stacey L. Dickinson
Stephanie Sansone
Sterling Realty Organization
Steve and Carolee Grumm
Steve and Jennifer Grey
Steve and Linda Reichenbach
Steve and Marlene Burns
Steve and Mary Kastenholz
Steve and Pam Schwartz
Steve Goldbloom

Steve Ouellette
Steve Perrenot
Steve Sabel
Stuart and Marian Laughlin
Su Landgram
Susan and Glen Christofferson
Susan and Mark Richter
Susan and Mike Sullivan
Susan B. Bell
Susan Bennett
Susan Eclipse
Susan Griffith
Susanne and Bernie Seidel
Suzan Chavez
Suzanne Katsman
Tami Cobb
Tara Brouillet
Tekla Cunningham
Teri Bliker
Terry James
The Foster Foundation
The Larry Benarooy Family Foundation
The Lester & Bernice Smith Foundation
The Morse Family
Theresa Bennett Cuthill and Family
Thomas Quickstad
Tim and Tami Reinertsen
Tina and Paul Weber
Todd and Judy Lunde
Todd Mathews
Tracie Westby
Tracy Briggs and Tiffany Brown
Trevor Culley
United Way of King County
US Bank
Valerie Steiertin
Velma Rewitz
Vincent-Victor Claudio

Virginia Turner
Wendy and Adam Rosen
Wendy Hirotaka
Wendy Lloyd
William O. and K. Carole Ellison Foundation
William Vaughn
Winsupply Seattle WA Co
The Rivkin Center Leadership Society celebrates and honors the commitment of our most generous donors. The magnitude and longevity of these donor gifts has been essential to the Rivkin Center’s international reputation and impact in the ovarian cancer community. We also deeply appreciate that the loss of a loved one drives much of this giving to find a cure and to raise awareness. Individual, foundation, and corporate donors automatically enter the Leadership Society when their lifetime giving reaches $100,000.

$2,000,000+

Wanda Jankelson Foundation for Healthcare and Research

$1,000,000 — $1,999,999

The Lester & Bernice Smith Foundation

$500,000 — $999,999

BDA

The Fisher Family: Eddie, Eric, Rod & Lauren, Craig & Kim

Mahmood & Shelaiane* Ghassemi

and Sequoyah Electric LLC

Lynda M. Gilman

James Adam Harting*

Jerome Pape

Katerie & Kjell Schei

Scott & Brooke Swerland

and Seattle Sun Tan

$250,000 — $499,999

Donna Benaroya

Gloria & Eric Bensussen

Mary Anne* & Richard Kobylda

David & Mette Naness

Margaret Sherman*

Ruth Shindell*

$100,000 — $249,999

American Association of Cancer Research

Amgen USA

Joyce L. Benezra

BizX

Bristol-Myers Squibb Co

Carol’s Cause*

Namchee Chan & Suzanne Arit

CTI BioPharma Corporation

$100,000 — $249,999 (cont.)

Dale & Shereen* Doughty

Maxine Eisen*

William O. & K. Carole Ellison Foundation

Eliza Flug

Evelyn Haselbauer*

Cheryl Jackson*

John & Cookie* Laughlin

Laughlin Supply Company

Allan & Barbara* Learned

Chuck & Karen Lytle

Aaron & Nancy Marcus

Beverly Mooers*

Mr. C. Eric Morse and Sales Result, Inc.

The Moyer Foundation

Dean & Gwenn Polik

Dr. & Mrs. Saul E. Rivkin

Patricia J. Rosser*

The Schuler Family Foundation

and Mr. & Mrs. James Schuler

Seattle Mariners

The Sloan Foundation

Rita Mary Smith*

T. Elliot & Erica* Springstead

Scott C. Trethewey

The Tudor Foundation

and Annette & Roger Rieger

Joanie Warner*

Joseph White & Sherry Zeiler

Gail A. Wyman

*deceased
2022 STAFF
Molly O'Connor, CEO
Kayla Driscoll, Education Program Director
Michele Kohorn, Education Program Coordinator
Jackie Lang, PhD, Scientific Programs Director
Molly Oshin, Education Program Manager
Wendy Rosen, Chief Development Officer
Amanda Schulte, Development Manager
Christine Szekeres, Marketing & Communications Manager

2022 BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Katerie Laughlin Scher | President
Garnet Anderson, PhD
Donna Benaroya
Gloria Bensussen
Thomas Brown, MD | Vice President
Eva Corets
Audrey Covner, DNP, JD, BSN, RN
Charles Drescher, MD

Kirsten Hart Ward
Bobble Hinton
Andrea Rewitz Mizer
Amy P. Sing, MD
Alex Smith | Secretary
Melissa Rivkin
Katie Van Kessel, MD
Dan Veljovich, MD

EMERITUS
Saul Rivkin, MD
Eddie Fisher

SCIENTIFIC ADVISORY BOARD
Mary L. (Nora) Disis, MD (Chairperson)
University of Washington
Neil Johnson, PhD
Fox Chase Cancer Center
Ursula Matulonis, MD
Dana-Farber Cancer Institute

Ramandeep Rattan, PhD
Wayne State University
Kunle Odunsi, MD, PhD
University of Chicago Medicine
Comprehensive Cancer Center

Victoria Seewaldt, MD
City of Hope
Weiping Zou, MD, PhD
University of Michigan School of Medicine

WAYS TO SUPPORT THE RIVKIN CENTER

- Bring the workplace program to your work
- Volunteer
- Donate
- Attend a Rivkin Center event
- Host an Education Workshop
- Host a fundraiser
- Advocate
- Tell friends about us